Preface

The landscape approach has increasingly been promoted as a new perspective on addressing global challenges at a local level. In the face of increasing and competing claims to the land and the exhaustion of natural resources, planners, scientists and policymakers have come to realize the limitations of sectoral approaches. Integrated, landscape-level considerations have begun to supersede those restricted to specific components such as water, forestry, agricultural or development policies and programmes. Numerous international initiatives and organizations embrace the landscape approach in pursuit of productive landscapes that provide a wide range of products and ecosystem services and fulfill the social, economic and environmental requirements of present and future generations at the local, national and global level. Ambitious plans that apply the landscape approach include the restoration of 150 million hectares of degraded lands by 2020 (the Bonn Challenge).

Given this interest, and the potential impacts of such initiatives, it is important to learn from the many practical experiences in applying integrated landscape management throughout the world. We need to better understand what these experiences achieve for sustainable and fair development. We must develop adaptive approaches to achieve change in complex, multi-stakeholder settings. Productive, “triple-win” landscapes are good for food, people and ecosystems – but are there really no trade-offs between these goals? What does it mean for family farmers or small-scale foresters? Where do forests and trees fit in?

Such a context makes this issue of ETFRN News a timely one. It brings together 29 papers by practitioners from all over the world who highlight the successes and challenges of applying landscape approaches. They provide food for thought and, we hope, a source of inspiration for those with an interest in productive landscapes.

This issue of ETFRN News results from a partnership between Tropenbos International (TBI) and the Centre for Learning on Sustainable Agriculture (ILEIA), part of the AgriCultures Network dedicated to landscapes that is supported by the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (Sida). Together, TBI and ILEIA aim to develop an integrated perspective on agriculture and forest approaches to improve the livelihoods of rural communities and build multifunctional landscapes. This is achieved through activities and publications. This ETFRN News is published in association with a special issue of ILEIA’s Farming Matters, “Farmers in their Landscapes,” and with the AgriCultures Network’s regional magazines for Latin America, West Africa, India and China.

We thank the authors for their contributions and the editorial team for compiling these into an interesting volume. Thanks to Meine van Noordwijk (ICRAF), Cora van Oosten (CDI), Douglas McGuire (FAO), Ragna John (GIZ) and Shintia Dian Arwida (CIFOR) for their advice and encouragement. Herman Savenije, Nick Pasiecznik, Marieke Wit, Juanita Franco and Hans Vellema provided support at various stages. Sida, the Government of the Netherlands, the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) through GIZ, UN-REDD through Ecoagriculture Partners, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), the World Agroforestry Centre (ICRAF) and the Center for International Forestry Research (CIFOR) are warmly acknowledged for their financial support.
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